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Pictured Sylvia and Dr Fred - Kitengela Sub County Community Hospital

Mambo all,

I hope you are keeping well in these uncertain times of COVID-19.

Right now I am supposed to be in Kenya completing the placement for my
Masters in International Development.  Instead I am in Stage Four lockdown in

Melbourne, and whilst the latter might not sound great, I am in the lucky
position of having a government that offered my co-workers and I JobKeeper.

I was also able to pick up some casual work with my good friend Gina. Right
now, I have access to a computer and wifi to finish off my uni subjects. On
Wednesday I got a COVID test relatively easy at St Vincents, and received a

negitive test result over the weekend. My family are tucked away in the safety
of QLD, so all in all, I can't complain.

Shout out to my friend
Katie in Perth for the

awesome masks



I know that it has been an uncertain time for a lot of you, rippling across the world from Ireland, Kenya and now here on
our own shores.  This has given me a little more time to work on things in Kenya from a different angle and shortly I will be

announcing the launch of Jifunze International.

  Jifunze is the Swahili word for "learn", and the slogan attached to it  "Let us Learn" is to encompass the ethos that we will
learn from the communities that we work in as much as they learn from us, and always striving for best practice with

appropriate cultural influence.  The team and I are currently awaiting ACNC approval and I will fill you in on all the exciting
details soon.

In the mean time, I have spent quite a bit of time on the phone to friends in Kenya, hearing about the deteriorating
situation our colleagues who work at the hospital are facing. Thanks to some generous donations, we have been able to
assist with items and education for the community requested by hospital officials, Sylvia and lead pharmacist Dr. Fred

(pictured above).

In a recent conversation with the Roteract Club of Kitengela (RCK)  and the Roteract Club of Technical University Kenya
(TUK) I discovered they were working to give out disposable pads to high school-aged girls who would normally receive

this kind of assistance in school.  However, as schools are currently closed due to COVID-19 this program has been on hold.
As one of Jifunze's first offical projects we have teamed with RCK and TUK. Offering the girls a very condensed lesson due

to restrictions in Kenya. These lessons will be run by our partner organisation Ujamaa. During this lesson reusable pads
will be introduced to the girls to cover long term sustainability in the second phase of the project.

Lessons will have no more than 15 students at a time, observe appropriate social distancing, masks for all attendees and
additional handout information to assist with lessons that are not able to be covered due to time constraints imposed by

the government to combat COVID-19.

32 isn't the most exciting age.  However, after a conversation with Dr. Fred I decided to have a look for myself at the
population stats in Kenya.  He said only 12% of Kenyan society were over the age of 35 and according to the Live World

Population Clock he was right.  So whilst reaching the age of 32 isn't such a big deal in Australia, I will be celebrating the
milestone here in Melbourne's lockdown on the 11th of August.

I know the current situation has meant that the purse strings have had to tighten, but if you have some spare funds and
are willing to contribute, I am asking for my 32nd birthday for donations to contribute to the growing program in Kenya.

Funds will go towards our current partnership with RCK, TUK and any additional funds will roll over into other project work,
which have been a privilege to be a part of in the past.

https://chuffed.org/project/kenyan-covid-response

 If you would like to contribute but require a gift receipt please give me a call on - 0402 575 041
before you make your donation.

Again thank you all for the love and support and I look forward to sharing the results of your donations with you shortly.  -
Vic xx 



COVID-19 RESPONSE TO DATE

So far we have provided:

- 300 reusable face masks and 350 disposable masks to our partners at Ujamaa and Kitengela Sub County
Community Hospital 

- 300 litres of soap  for community distribution
- Thermoguns for Kitengela Sub County Community Hospital 

- 162 educational posters designed by the team at Ujamaa for distribution throughout Kitengela and Ujamaa
training communities

Left - Hand washing station with provided educational posters. Top Right  - 
Example of Shields. Bottom Left - Facemasks from LOVE Artsian.

Special THANKS to Ross River and Townsville Central
Rotary Clubs from D9550 for their recent generous

contributions.  These funds will be used when schools in
Kenya are allowed to reopen

info@jifunzeinternational.com


